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Student Affairs Employee Recognition

Recognition initiative’s goal

To recognize Student Affairs (SA) staff for their commitment to the divisional goals of access, 
service and engagement.     

oveRview

The SA Employee Engagement Team was tasked by the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs to 
develop ongoing programs and services for employee recognition for our division.

Recognition was a major theme in the SA Employee Engagement focus groups conducted in 
January and February 2011. Twenty-three groups and more than 330 staff members were asked 
about their thoughts and feelings about working in the division.  This feedback was directly 
linked to the development of the “Thanks to You” event held in August 2011.  

Recognition has also surfaced through the SA Training Needs Assessment, which are now in 
progress across the division.  It is with this backdrop that the Employee Engagement Team is 
bringing you this Employee Recognition Toolkit.

The Toolkit offers best-practice and research-based ideas on employee recognition and simple 
ways to reach out to staff members so that they feel recognized for their service to students.

ManageRs and supeRvisoRs Role

The manager and supervisor role on this campus is very important.  You perform many duties 
during your day.  Your staff looks to you for guidance, encouragement and support. 

The Student Affairs Recognition Initiative asks you to do two vital actions:

❒   Be a role model of positive behavior

❒   Recognize the work of your staff at all levels of your organization

The recognition tools that are contained in this document will assist you in helping your staff 
feel your support as well as assist Student Affairs continuing to provide excellent service to our 
students, faculty and guests.

student affaiRs Recognition suRvey dates

The dates we would like to administer the survey are:

❒   Before the end of January 2012

❒   The week of March 5 – 9, 2012

❒   The week of April 16 – 20, 2012

To view the survey, see page 9. 
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 tool one — action iteM — effective Recognition:  
          tHe Magic Ratio

            Please list one action item from this tool you can commit to implementing this Spring.     

 tool two — action iteM — celebRation and successful  
          Recognition pRactices

          Please list one action item from this tool you can commit to implementing this Spring.  

   

 tool tHRee — action iteM — acknowledging tHe exteRnal  
          enviRonMent

          Please list one action item from this tool you can commit to implementing this Spring.  

   

 tool fouR — action iteM — encouRaging new ideas  
          and MetHods

          Please list one action item from this tool you can commit to implementing this Spring.  
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Tool One — Effective Recognition:  
The Magic Ratio

background

❒  Researchers at the University of Washington have shown that a 5:1 ratio of positive  
      to negative comments creates the most productive relationships whether in the  
      home or at work.

❒  Ensure your recognition efforts are effective by practicing 5:1 positive comments to  
      one constructive comment.  

key actions

❒  During standings, 1:1 or team meetings, or just over the course of a week,  
       supervisors practice using the 5:1 ratio of positive to constructive comments.

❒  Be specific about what behaviors/actions you are positively commenting.

❒  Use the “Thanks to You” cards provided.

effective examples of feedback are specific to the behavior or task:

❒  “Angelina, you are a really important member of our team. At our last team meeting  
      you took excellent notes and I have witnessed you multitasking on many projects. 

❒  “The report you created was informative, well written and clearly highlighted the  
      important points.”

❒  “The job you just worked on was complicated and you finished it on time, making  
       sure that each part fit correctly so we would not have to fix it again.” 

❒  “The service you just gave that student was friendly and you made eye contact and  
      smiled.  They also walked away knowing exactly what in the food they could have  
      been allergic to.”

❒  “One piece of constructive feedback for you, especially in staff meetings: you can  
      work on giving the big picture report of what is happening in your area versus  
      giving us every detail. These parts of the report are not necessary to share with the  
      entire group.”

(continued on next page) 
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Tool One — Effective Recognition:  
The Magic Ratio

 tool one (cont.)

ineffective examples of feedback are global and do not highlight a specific 
behavior or tangible event:

❒  “Angelina, you are doing a great job.”

❒  “Good work with everything.” 

❒  “Way to go”

❒  “Keep it up”

While these examples are general compliments, they lack depth and specificity for a 
particular employee. A blanket “great job” to everyone can be perceived by your employees 
that you may not know exactly what is going on in their specific areas. Additionally, the 
employee cannot continue to improve him/herself without any specific constructive 
feedback.
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Tool Two — Celebrations and Successful 
Recognition Practices

background

❒  Food always draws people to engage in a more social setting. This will help create  
      an atmosphere of appreciation and community.

key actions

❒  Create a fun atmosphere by recognizing important dates (i.e., birthdays, when  
      someone started working at Cal, etc.) and provide food at the same time.

❒  Celebrate your staff’s achievements through verbal and written recognition.

❒  Consult your budget manager for campus spending guidelines.

effective examples of feedback are specific to the behavior or task:

❒  Have food available at a staff meeting during a busy time for your staff. 

❒  On big butcher paper, write “Congratulations on a job well done” and list everyone’s  
      names on the poster. Hang this up during a meeting or the designated party time.

❒  Get a list of everyone’s birthday on your staff. Have a monthly celebration where  
       you can celebrate everyone’s special day.

❒  Have a themed social gathering and potluck where the employees can enter their  
      food item into a department contest. Some examples: a chili cook-off, favorite  
      cookie, etc. Everyone can vote for their favorite item. The winner will win gift  
      certificates provided by Student Affairs.

❒  Brainstorm with your employees what types of recognition and celebratory  
      activities they would enjoy.
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Tool Three — Acknowledging the External 
Environment, Defining the Unknown

background

❒  Heath and Heath, authors of the best-selling book Switch: How to Change Things  
        When Change  Is Hard (2010), state that employee struggles with organizational  
       change may often look like resistance, but are more commonly due to a lack of  
       clarity. 

❒  According to business consultant Patrick Lencioni, author of Five Dysfunctions of  
        a Team: A  Leadership Fable (2002), the fear of being vulnerable with team members  
       prevents the building of trust.  

❒  Researchers at Towers Watson (April 2009) have shown that when trust is low within  
       a group, efficiency breaks down and costs go up as people invest more time and  
       energy in protecting themselves. 

key actions

❒  Engage your staff members by getting a pulse of how they are feeling regarding  
    organizational change in the university.

❒  At a staff meeting, poll your colleagues about how they are feeling about working  
       at the University using a 1 – 5 scale: One meansing feeling very worried and  
       stressed to five meaning feeling great and confident about the future. Collect the  
      data and the Employee Engagement Team will ask for it.

❒  Provide as much transparency and clarity with organizational changes.

❒  Recognize that the “unknown” to some of your employees can be very difficult and  
       acknowledging such can go a long way.

(continued on next page) 
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Tool Three — Acknowledging the External 
Environment, Defining the Unknown

 tool tHRee (cont.)

effective examples of acknowledging the external environment and defining the 
unknown:

❒  Conduct a check-in using a scale of 1-5 about how people are feeling about the  
       organizational changes in the University and/or in your department. 

  
   The scale can be: One means very scared and difficult, five can mean that they  
   feel great about changes. Allow your staff to define his/her own number along  
   the scale

❒  You can do this similar exercise by having your staff write a note instead of  
      speaking about it aloud. People may be more apt to share their feelings if there  
      is a level of anonymity in the room. 

❒  Use the “thanks to you” cards to acknowledge that this time of organizational  
      change may be difficult; however, you can still commend staff for doing a great  
      job and working with the resources they have.

some practices to avoid:

❒  Ignoring how some employees may be feeling regarding unknown organizational  
      changes

❒  Stating that “everything will be OK” when in fact that may not be the case
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Tool Four — Encouraging New Ideas and Methods

background

❒  Employees feel more engaged when they feel that their input is solicited and valued  
       by the organization.

❒  Towers Watson’s research (2009) on employee engagement highlights that when  
      employees are encouraged by their immediate supervisors to suggest new ideas  
      and methods for getting their work done that, over time, the employee feels more  
       engaged in their work.  

❒  ‘People support that which they help to create’ is an old management axiom which  
      reinforces this notion.

key actions

❒  Create opportunities for your staff to brainstorm new ideas and methods of how  
      their job and your organization can work better.

❒  Be clear on what ideas you can implement and why you cannot implement other  
       ideas. Make sure your comments are positive and encouraging.

❒  To encourage new behaviors, reassure employees that mistakes are OK. Create a  
      positive teachable moment from the mistake.

examples of focusing on new ideas and methods:

❒  Leave a “New Ideas” box at a visible station within your work environment.  
      Employees can write their new ideas on a piece of paper and drop it in the box.  
       They can choose to leave their name or write it anonymously.

❒  Create a Google doc or SurveyMonkey where people can do the same as above.

❒  Have a monthly contest where the “best idea” will win a prize (gift certificate,  
       certificate of appreciation, etc.)

❒  Use “Thanks to You” cards to write specific great ideas that your employees created.  
      Acknowledge them for their ideas and creativity.
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Student Affairs Recognition Survey
— Adopted from OC Tanner 2008 Global Recognition Survey

This survey measures three important components of effective recognition of staff by their 
manager or supervisor.  The three areas are: Inclusiveness, Communication and Trust.

Please complete by circling the one response for each statement which best reflects your reactions.  
Thank you!

1.  i frequently receive recognition ( a thank you, positive comment) at work

1
strongly disagree

2
disagree

3
neutral

4
agree

5
strongly agree

2.  everyone has the ability to be recognized in my department

1
strongly disagree

2
disagree

3
neutral

4
agree

5
strongly agree

3.  my supervisor communicates openly

1
strongly disagree

2
disagree

3
neutral

4
agree

5
strongly agree

4.  my immediate supervisor encourages me to suggest new ideas and methods for  
     doing things

1
strongly disagree

2
disagree

3
neutral

4
agree

5
strongly agree

5.  i trust my immediate supervisor         

1
strongly disagree

2
disagree

3
neutral

4
agree

5
strongly agree

6.  management trusts the judgment of people at my level in the organization

1
strongly disagree

2
disagree

3
neutral

4
agree

5
strongly agree

comments________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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